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Presented by

TALISMAGICK
Magick for a Modern World

This book is the property of Talismagick. This book may not be reproduced
in part or whole without permission from the authors. This information is for
entertainment use and the authors take no responsibility for ill use of the
contents. Copyright 2007-2008.

Safety Warning
Keep all small magickal objects away from children to avoid the possibility
of accidental swallowing.
Never leave a candle burning unattended, or near any flammable objects
such as chemicals, curtains or papers.
Always use magick for good reasons, and not with the intention to harm
another person…The more good you do, the more you will receive in
return!
www.talismagick.com
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Magick And Witchcraft
White magick, black magick. Throughout the ages controversy has raged
about evil witches and good witches, bad spells and beneficial spells. Let's
start with the fact that there is no such thing as white or black magick.
Witchcraft isn't good or evil, it is only the intention behind the magick that is
dark or light. If you choose to use magick to better yourself, improve your
lifestyle or to bring good fortune to others, then your intentions are good. If
you wish to bring someone harm then it is your intention that is evil. In the
long run, those who use magick for beneficial purposes usually reap the
positive rewards. Those that stray into the dark side eventually lose out.

The Nature Of Magick
Humankind has been practicing magick and rituals for thousands of years.
Almost every race of people have their own style of witchcraft. You have
probably heard of the Druids, Merlin was a Druidic wizard. There are people
who practice voodoo, and those that follow the arts of ancient Egyptian
sorcerers. Regardless of the type of rituals used there are many similar
thoughts involved...Magick is the art of life, everything in the universe is
made of energy, and everything is connected. No matter how far away,
any object or person can be influenced by another's thoughts using the
power of witchcraft.
Magick is everywhere, energy is everywhere. Using rituals and ceremony
you can take these random forces and make them work to your own
benefit. Instead of accepting whatever fate has in store for you, take
charge and write your own destiny. The future is not set in stone- it is fluid,
and as such it can be influenced by people who know how- people who
understand that the universe is there for them to share and use. But be sure
to return some of your good fortune as you profit from magick. This is a way
of thanking the universe for its generosity, and avoiding greed. If you use
magick for greed it will eventually backfire on you.
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Religion And Magick
Many of today's religions view witchcraft as evil, Satanic, or as a useless
relic of the past. What is interesting to note is that a great majority of these
religions are based on pagan rituals and beliefs. Christianity, Catholicism,
Greek Orthodox and many other belief systems were founded on ancient
ceremonies and rites.
Your church may tell you that to practice any kind of magick is to invite
Satan, Beelzebub or some other demonic nasty into your life, this is simply
not true. If you practice witchcraft with evil intent, then you are asking for
trouble. The spells contained in this book are for improving your life, not for
causing harm (maybe just a bit of mischief!).
Remember, love is a kind of magick. Jesus practiced very powerful magick
to raise the dead and heal the sick...is love evil? Is Jesus evil?... Of course
not! Use your magick for good and no harm will come to you. Magick's
power comes from the universe, some say God, whichever, all you have to
do 'is believe'.
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Purification Rituals
Before you commence any ritual or ceremony it is extremely important that
you purify any equipment that you will be using. All your magickal
instruments, candles, paper, pens, salt and even this book may contain
negative energy from other persons or sources. This negative energy must
be removed from your equipment before you use it in the practice of
magick, failure to do so could cause your spells to become corrupted or
negatively influenced.
Follow the instructions below, first purifying a container of salt using the 'Salt
Cleansing Rite', and then use the 'Purification Ceremony' to consecrate the
remaining magickal implements.

Salt Cleansing Rite
Salt is an extremely powerful magickal product. It has been used for
thousands of years for purifying and protecting against evil. The salt you will
require for use in this book is common white table salt. When you have
cleansed your salt, remember to use it only for your mystical purposes.
Place the salt container (a jar or tin is preferable) on your altar, remove the
lid and look at the salt. Let yourself relax completely and while continuing
to look at the salt, imagine it glowing with a bright golden aura. Do this for
a couple of minutes and then say the following words clearly and out loud;
My Father Who Is In Heaven. Holy Is Your Name.
May Your Kingdom Come,
May You Will Be Done On Earth As It Is In Heaven.
Given Me This And All My Days The Things
I Require To Live My Life To The Full.
Purify This Salt And Allow Its Immense Power
To Work For Me, Bringing To Fulfillment My Desires.
So May It Be!
Meditate for a moment longer and then return the lid to the container. The
rite is now complete. Keep the salt with your other equipment and use
when required. This ritual needs to be performed only once for each new
container of salt that you purchase.
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Purification Ceremony
Place your instruments on your altar. Light a plain white candle (unscented),
this represents purity, and recite the following ritual;
O Instruments, I Conjure Thee By The Power Of The Heavenly Host,
And By The Elements Of Fire, Wind, Earth And Rain, That Thou Shalt Be Clean
Of Foul Creatures And Obtain Every Virtue Unto Thyselves, And Work In All
Manners Directed From This Time On. By The Splendor Of The Planets And
The Divine Miracle Of Creation Mote It Be!
Sprinkle your instruments with the consecrated salt and cover them with a
piece of clean linen (do not use any other fabric). All your equipment is
now charged with positive energy and is ready to be used. If you add any
new products please repeat the ceremony for these items...you do not
want any outside, negative influences affecting your magick!

Additional Information
The term altar is used frequently throughout this book, an altar is any table,
box or flat surface that you choose to perform your rituals upon. Some
people use a wooden chest, you can practice your magick upon it and
then store your magickal apparatus inside. To increase the power of your
spells you can also use an altar cloth, preferably a good quality fabric such
as velvet or silk.
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Extra Intimacy
Use to bring you and your loved one, even closer.
Light two (2) red candles, using a match. Place the candles close together
and put an empty bowl in front of them. Take an egg, lightly break the shell
with a knife and very gently pour the contents into the bowl. As you do this
say the following;
This Is Me
My Mind Is Gold
My Body Is Silver.
Do the same with the other egg and say;
This Is Him/Her
His/Her Mind Is Gold
His/Her Body Is Silver.
Stir the eggs gently with the knife, break the yolks and say;
Let Our Minds And Bodies Unite Even More,
Until One Is Two And Two One.
Keep repeating this until the eggs are an even mix. Go outside and pour
the eggs onto the soil (not concrete). Repeat this ritual every week.

Secret Love Affair
This is a rite used to keep an illicit affair secret from others.
Light a plain candle with a match. Write your name on a piece of paper.
Write your secret lover's name on another piece of paper. Place both
pieces in an envelope, with the names facing each other. Seal the
envelope and pass it through the candle flame without setting it alight.
Now put the envelope in front of you and say;
In Here Is Our Secret
Our Secret Will Stay In Here.
Nobody Will Discover It
Nobody Will Know It.
Those Who Find Out Will Forget Immediately
Those Who Know It Will Never Use It Against Us.
Repeat these words (not the candle part) every day after dark. If you forget
one day then you will no longer be safe.
www.talismagick.com
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Relationship Tester
Use this rite to determine if a relationship will be viable.
Light a red candle, using a match only. From a deck of cards choose a
picture card, this one will represent you. Now choose another picture to
represent your desired partner. Place the two picture cards about 25
centimeters apart, and put the two of hearts (this card symbolizes lovers) in
between. Now say;
This Is How We Are Now
Take the picture cards and place them face to face upon the two of
hearts. Recite the following;
This Is How We Shall Be
Let Time Tell If It Will Be
Let Us Be Closer All The Time
Until I Decide How It Will Be.
Practice this ritual everyday, within a matter of weeks you should become
closer and closer!

Gentle Ending
This ritual is used to gently end a relationship.
Light a white, unscented candle with a match. Take a deck of cards and
select one. This card will represent you. Now choose a card that represents
the other person. Take out the two of spades (this represents friendship).
Select the four of diamonds to represent and ending. Put the card that you
chose for the other person in front of you. Place the two of spades and the
four of diamonds on it, face up. Put the card representing you on top and
say;
Let There Be An Ending
Let There Remain Friendship
Let Us See That We Were Wrong
Without Blame And Without Hard Feelings
So It Will Be And So It Shall Be.
This ritual should be performed every day. Within a matter of weeks,
sometimes sooner the relationship should start to cool off. This rite is
particularly useful for when you wish to remain friends with the other person.
www.talismagick.com
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